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Davis and Peavey give new meaning to the tenn 'stealing home'- p.16

cen

•
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Serving the University of Central Florida since 1968

construction oversight, John and
Martha Hitt will have input on
decorating the President's House.
In addition to the 7,622
square feet_ of living area, the
house includes 3,946 square feet
for the garage and porch areas.

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

•

•

ti Thorton Davis (pictured)
and Ryan Peavey ar~ kicked
off the Golden Knights for
allegedly breaking into a
house. See page 16

Features
•
.

ti The near antipodal
Crossword Extravaganza.
See page 9

ti Get Menthol with Mike.
See page 10

•
•
•

ti A look at UCF actor Jeff
Hobot. See page 13

ti Absorb some cyberspace
trivia with the TCFFDOTD.
See page 13
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Committee accepts proposal for Presidenfs HouSe
D Groundbreaking
for the $1.75 million
house is scheduled
for this summer.

•

_

On Thursday, the UCF
Foundation executive committee
voted to accept the proposed financing plan for the new $1.75
million President's House. The
final vote will take place May 14
when the full board votes .
With
groundbreaking
scheduled for June L2, the 7,622
square-foot house will probably
be completed in the next 18 months
to· two years, according ~o Dean
McFall, directorof Public Affairs .
"It will provide a facility to
raise dollars comparable to other
schools like the University of
Florida, Florida State University
and the University of South
Florida, .. McFal I said. ··11 enables
the university the benefit of fundraising and friend-raising."
The $1.75 million price tag
includes the construction costs and
furoishings. And although the
UCF Foundation- will provide

'>

v
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UCF FOUNDATION
PRESIDENT'S HOUSE
Cash Flow Summary
•Cash contributions received~
$499,536
•Pledges through 1997: $177 ,889
•Designated from unrestricted
funds: $300,000
.
•In-kind contributions: $200,000
Resources available: $1,177,425j
•Additional cash required:
$572,575 (rounded to $600,000) .
•Construction loan: $600,000
:

:

!•Repaid from pledges due after
construction
$113,500

(1998-2007)~

. •Paid from net cash from Re:
search Pavilion commercial tenJ
ants: $486,500

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The President's House will be located near Central Florida
Boulevard (above). The living area ot_the house includes
7,622 square feetand an additional 3',945 square feet for a
garage and porch areas (below).

·.............. ...................... ...................................... .

Defector lives
American
DreamatUCF

ti Cool comics for those
with short attention spans.
See page 12

•

News B1iefs

D East German says
that the perspective
is everything.

ti Learn how to make your

•

own web page: it's easy and
free. See page 2

ti UCF's speech department

•

gives a helping hand with
little expected in return.
See page 5

Opinion
ti Pat Fox investigates the
News Media. See page 6

ti Chris Maxwell's essay on
convienance. See page 6

•
•
•

Contributing writer
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:r by JEFF HUNT
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IGLBSU and Mandy Carter celebrate lesbigay I by LINDA HUMPHREY
the ·"American
lawareness week, honor those who've helpedj Dream"Sometimes
is more easily seen . with a
:• News editor

.
Last Thursday night, the Gay,
: Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union
i! held its end-of-the-year award cer:, emony, capping it off with a speech
' by African-American lesbian activ-

ist Mandy Carter.
Greg Seaney, president of the
GLBSU, thanked everyone who contributed to the GLBSU' s effort to "create a campus free of homophobia and
discrimination" and then presented
awards to them.
Seaney also took a moment to

V' Heather Stackhouse
brings memories of Cheers.
See page 7
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. 17: Varon Svoray, an

•
•

lsreali investigative
' journalist who infiltrated
the Nec)..Nazi movement,
speaks in the SAC at 8

p.m.
20: classes end for the
semester.

photo/STODE

~LBSU

president Greg Seaney stands with several faculty
members during the "Gay and Lesbian Faculty in the '90s"

remember former GLBSU member :
Hugh Clayton who recently passed :
away and to mention that for the :.
second year in a row, the GLBSU's :
banner was tom down. Seaney then ;,
turned over the mike to the outspo- :
ken activist Mandy Carter.
Carter. who said she got her ·
feet wet during the protests against
the Vietnam War, gave a brief history on the gay political movement
and its power to impact the coming
presidential and senatorial elections.
She said themovementstarted
in San Francisco after the murder of
its gay mayor. Carter emphasized
that this was the focal point in the
movement because until that time, it
was entirely social. But that after. it
became a mission for gays to become accepted.
In proof of this. Carter said the
San Francisco Pride movement was
the largest in the world with 500,000 ,
to 750,000peopleparticipating. She ~

p~_nel discussiory ~.~·.1.~. ~.~.ri~.9 1.~s~.!.9aX .~Y.!.~!.~~~~~...~~~ .·.. ·=· ~· =· · .·..••,,.·.·

see GLBSU, page 2 ~
.....,,,., •••••...•••.••.•••,,,,,..• ,,,••,, •....•••_,¥ .,.:<···
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foreign eye. So says Lutz Hofbauer,
31, UCF general management major
and former East Germany resident
who defected.
Hofbauerfirstcame to America
in December 1989 when he traveled
from Treuenbrietzen by way of Havana. Cuba and Mexico City, finally
landing in Dallas. Tx.
Youth had not been a particularly good time for Hofbauer. He witnessed communism and war - up
close and personal - as well as the
death of his mother at the hands of
Russian soldiers in 1977.
One major positive event in his
life was meeting Peter Berndt in 1981.
The two became very good friends as
they attended a government-run sports
school which produced world class
athletes.
'·Peter first came to the United
States in late l 984 to compete in the
Olympics,'' Hofbauer said. ··He was a
world record holder, a memberof the

see DREAM, page 3
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Creating student web pages: Ifs easy and free
A good guide in getting started on
Pegasus is avai Iable athttp://www.ucf.edu/
test/outside.html#html.
Web pages are driven by a script
called HTML, which is easy to learn, and
there are many on-line manuals teaching
this.
Pictures, audio, video, animation and
by PETE MATCHETT
links
to outside web pages add more funcCyberactive writer
tionality to your pan-galactic hovel.
A typical student web page will inIt' s time for you to stake out some
cyber property on the World Wide Web if clude the following: a summary of the individual , a link to a resume, links to friends '
you haven't already.
pages
and links to favorite web pages.
As a student, it's free and easy to get
web pages go farther than this.
Some
started. Your page can just be about yourSome
students
have digital portfolios of
self, or you could contribute to the wealth
their
art,
writing,
music and so forth. A web
of useless information· available for Web
page
dedicated
to
your favorite band, or
surfers of the world.
'70s TV show, can enlighten
and inform large amounts of
Ill web surfers.
Put some crazy pictures
of yourself on your page for
strangers all over the world to
look at. If you have a resume
on your page and you are looking for serious job opportunities, then choose a more appropriate picture.
Need a scanner for your
pictures? Find a friend with
one, track one down at school
somewhere or use one at
Kinkos. Save them in JPEG or
, Our "CHiPsn
GIF format so they will be
,
File
viewable with most web

D Students can find a
guide to create their own
web page, which can
include a digital portfolio.

-r

Collection

So now that you have a web page, let
people know about it. Include the addres
at theend of your E-mail messages, on your
resume or on your business cards. Try getting other related web sites to include links
to your site and have your cyber friends
link you in from their pages.

Pegasus Web Pages
to Check Out

Help in creating your own
ffome Page and writing HTML
http://www.ucf.edu/test/
outside.html#html
Todd Zadow's Home Page
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-trz28923/
A collection of poetry, and comedy
sketches.
Passing Moments of Eyfells
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-jeyfells/
Includes information on Eyfell's art,
technique, and philosophy. The most
intriguing faculty web page.
Wendy's WoYen Web
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/
-wmg47005/
A web page devoted to uniting
Fforida's cyber-goths.
Knigh_tline - UCF Sports
http://www.magicnet.net/-balV
·
knightline/
Although not on Pegasus, an alumnus
has created a thorough gathering of
pictures, audio, and information for
fans of UCF sports.

~e1irasu

Online

List of Honors

larger pictures.

CA

GLBSU holds ceremony,
speech with activist

•

from GLBSU, page 1

•

al o said that last.June's Pride movement had
168 groups in it with around 9rnillion participatjng.
"We are on the move," Carter said.
Carter then asked gays to decide what
direction they want to go in the 21st century. She
said this year's ~lections were critical and that
theywouldsetthetoneforthetumofthecentury.
Hampering gays' efforts, Carter said, was
the fear of discrimination for "coming out." She
said thisfear"keeps us from being visible and not
being counted."
However,Cartersaidthisfearofdiscrimination would beerased whenandiftheEmploymentNondiscrimination Act passed and that by
gays standing up and being counted, more would
change. She likened gays' movement now to the
'64 Civil Rights Movement.
"How serious are we about change?"
Carter asked the small crowd.
Carter then went into how the Radical
Right is now gays' biggest concern.
She cited the Republican's Contract with
America and its sister, the Coalition with the
American Family, as the two most crucial plans
against gays since it hides discriminatory policies its technocratic jargon.
Carter went on to say that the new voter
registration plan that '.tllows any eligible voter to
register anywhere wii! make a huge difference.
She feels this will allow her and her associates to
go to every bar, register every gay to vote and
give them a chance to teach others about their
voting choices.
Carter also emphasized what an important tool the Internet is and is going to be in
organizing gays and keeping them connected to
the issues that concern them.
''Noneofusarefreeuntil all ofusarefree,"
Carter reminded the crowd.
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Service-dog fund-raiser to Hofbauer's best friend helps him out of Gennany
benefit disabled students
from DREAM, page 1

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

•
•

•

Asst. news editor

Victoria Pustay, a UCF senior majoring in history , is a memberof two honor societies: Golden
Key and Phi Alpha Theta. After
graduation, Pustay hopes to earn
her master ~s degree in library scienc~.

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
$

But currently, she is personally involved with a Golden
Key service project-raising
money for disabled students who
need service dogs.
Pustay' s interest stems from
an injury sustained when she was
15. Her doctor has recommended
that a service dog would greatly
enhance the quality of her life.
As a young teen, Pustay was
athletic and in the process of training for Olympics as a middledistance runner. While riding her
bicycle one day, she was struck by
an automobile and sustained a severe head injury. The accident
resulted in permanent right side
paralysis and frequent epileptic
seizure.
Although Pustay lives independently, she has been robbed
twice while having epileptic sei-

zures in public. The likelihood
that this could occur in the future,
along with her limited mobility,
are the reasons her doctor says a
service dog is an important need.
D1ree programs which train
service dogs for disabled citizens
are: Paws for Cause, The Great
Plains Dog Foundation and Canine Companions. Pustay interviewed with Canine Companions
and is waiting to hear if she has
been accepted.
"I felt they were reputable,
honest and realistic," Pustay said .
Whichever program accepts
Pustay, the costs are formidable.
And all three would require her to
pay for travel expenses to train
with the service dog.
Golden Key National Honor
Society plans to use the profits
from a campus-wide bake sale on
April 18 to help Pustay and other
disabled students who need service dogs. This project wi11 be the
signature project for Golden Key.
Members of the UCF community interested in helping can
contact Dr. Nancy Klintworth, instructor of business law and the
new Golden Key adviser, at 8235662 . .

·Don t £alter nowt the
year is almost over
1

him money to buy the airline ticket American citizen.Herecentlyreceived
National Swim Team from East Ger- that brought him to freedom and a his Green Card which classifies him as
many, when hecametoLosAngeles." reunion with his best friend. The re- a legal resident alien with permission
ButBemdt'scountry boycotted union took place in December 1989 at to work.
the Olympics tha~ year when Berndt Dothan, Ala.
Hofbauer said he has never rewas at his peak, accordgretted his decision to
ing to Hofbauer.
come to the states and
In December of
sees only endless possithat year, the National
bilities in this country.
team from East GerHe is content with the
many went to Indiana to
university and does not
compete in the Nationunderstand Americans
als there-a life changwho whine and coming event for Berndt and
plain.
ultimatelyforHofbaucr.: ·
"I want to say ,
"At that time,. . ,. ·;
'hey, live over. there a
Peter was an officer in
while, you'll see how
the East Germany
good it is here ,' "
Army," Hofbauer said.
Hofbauer said.
"We had always said
Hofbauer' s father
we didn't want to"be
remains in Germany opburied in Germany. if
erating the family dry
one of us got out, we
cleaning business.
would help the other do
When family and
photo/ HUMPHREY
the same."
Hofbauer, a former resident of East Germany, said friends visit, Hofbauer
While Berndt sometimes it is easier for foreigners to see the
takes them to the
was participating in the "American Dream."
Kennedy Space Center.
IIldianameetinearlyJanuary 1985,he
Hofbauer met Charles Camp
''I drag everyone there! I love
decided the time had come to stay in shortlyafterarriving.Campwaspresi- it," Hofbauer said. ''It seems to be
America. The risk woultl be tremen- . dentofaboys/girlsclubandprovedto science fiction, but it is real. Think of
dous with insurmountable conse- be a strong supporter of Hofbauer's what we do with all of (the technolquencesfrom German officials should education.
ogy)."
it not work. But he decided it would be
''It is because of Peter, Charles
"Sometimes it's easier for forworth it.
and Becky Patterson (Peter's and eigners to see the dream," Hofbauer
''Peter waited until everyone in Lutz' s adopted American mom) that I said, referring to the film The Dream
the group was gone. He stayed inside have been able to make it here- and is Alive which is shown at the Space
the airport terminal and then called go to school," Hofbauer said. ''With- Center. "We can compare what it's
police and told them he wanted to outtheirsupportfinanciallyandother- like in another country."
defect," Hofbauer said. "He literally wise, I would not be here."
Hofbauer said he may visit his
hasapairofjeansandatee-shirton his
Hofbauer came to UCF last familyinGermanythisChristmas,but
back."
semester after settling in Patterson's he will not be staying.
Berndt began working to get home in Winter Park. His goal is to
''I want to visit, but I have no
Hofbauer to the United States. He sent own a business and become and desire toreturn for good. This is home."
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YOU CAN FINISH IN FOUR YEARS!
AT
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•
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NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGRAM
• Fully accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools

• Spec1fically tailored for working
college students
• Convenient evening and week- "
end classes
• Seven-week terms/ compeUUv.c
tuition rates

Grand Opening Special

Offering D.S. - Business Admlnislrntlon Degrees In:
• 1\ccounllng
• 5lh Year CPA Courses
• Computer Infom1allon Science
• Finance • Human Resources Management
• Producllon Man:igcmcnt
• Markcllng Management

CALL TODAY AT:

855-1302

next term ,begins April 25

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORLANDO• 8578 AVENUB

$10 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 1 month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO .

'

365-9755

c; •ORLANDO, FL 32827 • 855·1302

•
•

•

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS:
Make reservations early for lunch or dinner

•

Open at 11 am to 10:30pm
•

Send more Information

about Florida Soulhcrn Col-

•

lege-Orlando Program to:

•
•

A party of 6 and over will receive a
complimentary bottle of wine
or champagne

Address: _ _ _ _ __

*Now serving mixed drinks, wine, 6 beer

City:___,_ _ _ __

365-4774
Located at corner of
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail
2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

State/Zip: _ _ _ _ __

GJ[{A\NJD OJP)ENJ!NG
~"African American Studies• Addiction/ Recovery• Antiques &Collectibles• Animals and Nature• Anthologies+ Art &Architecture• Audio iapes • Automobile• Bestsellers•
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Speech deparbnent helps others

•

• Speech therapy is often unattainable due to high costs, but UCF's

GOLDEN KEY HONOR SOCIETY
SERVICE DOG BAKE SALE

clinic provides ajfordable therapy to patients at a reduced rate
•

by MICKIE MA TRISCIANI
Contributing writer

t

Gabrielle says she wants to
be taken seriously.
"My co-workers think I sound
stupid," she says with a thick Spanish accent. "I want to learn to speak
English without my Spanish coming through."
When Gabrielle speaks, she
substitutes her Ls with Rs and Bs
with Vs. She also has trouble annunciating vowel sounds.
"I try to remain conscious of
my speech, but it's hard," she says.
"I needed someone to show me how
to speak and practice with me so I
could make it a habit."
That someone turned out to
be a graduate student majoring in
speech/language pathology at UCF.
Twice a week, the student clinician
and Gabrielle meet at the UCF
Speech and Hearing Clinic, where
the clinician applies techniques
learned in her classes to help improve Gabrielle's speech.
"Over200children and adults
seek therapy at the clinic each semester," Gillian Dreilinger, clinic
coordinator said. "All sessions are
• conducted by communicative disorders undergraduate and graduate
students, but licensed speech therapists are present."
Drcilinger believes that UCF
is one of the only programs in the
state that allows students to partici• pate in clinical programs.
People who seek help include
children with fluency disorders,

•

•

•

••

stroke victims, people who stutter
and lisp and people with dialects
and accents.
The cost of a session with a
licensed'speech pathologist can cost
$90perhour, but people can receive
help economically by participating
in the teaching clinic.
"They [speech impaired]
know that they are going to meet
with students and that this is a teaching lab," Dreilinger said. "We have
seen a lot of our clients improve
their speech at our clinic, even after
doctors and specialists said they
would never be better."
Jon Balao, a senior majoring
in communicative disorders, says
he believes both he and his client
benefit from sessions .
''Twice a week I meet with
my client, who is a 5-year old boy
who has trouble speaking in simple
sentences," he said. "By working
with him I can make my own specific goals related to the child's problem instead of reading about it in a
dry text book."
Many students have significantly affected the lives of their
clients.
According to Dreilinger, children who have never spoken before
said their first words after coming to
the clinic. She also said that stroke
victims learned to speak after visiting with their clients.
Experiences like these have
made UCF' s clinic renowned
throughout the state.
Some clients are referred to
the clinic by doctors, pamphlets and

word of mouth.
Dreilingersays that many clients have been happy to work with
students.
"Students can be much more
enthusiastic than professionals,"
Dreiliger said. "It may take a little
longer to progress with students, but
we get no complaints." ·
Thecommunicativedisorders
program trains stud~nts_in audiology and speech pathology. Undergraduates are required to take a class
that is centered around t~ iqical work
and must keep ::i. jour~al of their
progress and observations.
Graduate students must complete 350 clinic hours in three different specialized settings.
Roberta O'Neill, a graduate
student, says she enjoys the hours
she puts into the clinic.
"I meet with two clients and
it's inc[edible what you learn,"
O'Neill said. "You learn to be patient and how to deal with individuals and their specific needs."
The clinic is located in the
Research Pavilion in Resear,eh Park.
The clinic is funded by UCF and
communicative disorders students'
tuition.
"I don't think other UCF students are aware of what we do here,"
said O'Neill. "It's important for students to know in case they or their
children need help or just to know
about the accomplishments we
make."

Thursday April 18, 1996
9 am- 2 pm
Visit one of our tables & help us provide
a disabled student with a service dog.
All _Q__roceeds will be used towards_this purpose.

Gabrielle's name has been
changed for privacy.
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is still on the lookoutfor

next year's n · s editor
and
t. n s editors.
Interested? Call 8238054,ext. 27 and.find out

University Floral & Gift Shoppe
366-1177
4250 Alafaya Trail
Oviedo (North of UCF)
between Giovanni's & Amigos
Numerous selections
begin at $12.95
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Put your college
degree to work in
the Air Force
Officer Training
School and receive:
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• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year
• management
opportunities
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the Air Force

immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To ~pply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Cliffs StudyW.'.re' IS powerful software for both course
review anc te5t preparation. Use rt to review biology,
calculus. chemistry, econo1:iics. physics and stat1st1cs. Or
to prep for the ACT, SAT I. GMAT. GRE. LSAT and CBEST.
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University of Central Florida Bookstore
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Another word about media
Pat Fox ·
Opinion
EDITOR

•

•
D At the risk of biting
the hand that feeds
me, so to speak, I
have to agree.
I have to wonder what it would
look like to someone who has lived
for a couple of hundred years, as I
assume a broader perspective of this
thing we know as media, might make
it understandable.
I have seen, in my lifetime, a
complete redefinition of the word
"news," as well as the more recent
phenomena of the birth of tabloid
talk shows.
As a youngster during the
Vietnam war, I can remember. my
dad and myself being glued to the
TV. forthesixo 'clocknews. And it
really was news. News reporters
were news reporters. They were top
notch investigators, uncovering stories that otherwise would be hidden.
!remember Watergate. That's
when a newspaper was a newspaper. It doesn't seem like that happens anymore. Today we have White
Water - and what is thar really?
Are rhere top notch investigative
reporters digging into things and
telling us with a sense ofjournalistic
integrity what is really going on?
My sense of it is no. It seems more
like one side of the political pushme-pull-you pointing fingers and
calling names toward the other, and

I might add, spending millions of
tax-payer dollars to do so.
Meanwhile, on the home
front, we, in Orlando have a newspaper not-so fondly referred to as
the "Orlando Slantinel" by not just a
few citizens; and a phenomena we
are told is news coming on the TV
on three channels for an hour and a
half before the national network
news. They call it news, when really
and truly it's more like a talk show.
The reporters are not so much reporters as television personalities.
Anyone reading my columns
has noticed my disdain for the likes
of Pamela's Garden. "Get real," I
say. Is visiting a garden sponsored
by Disney really news? We have
weather reports that are useless and
pictures of events such as robberies,
murders, car crashes that are the
same from one station to another.
And typically, ifit has any impact,
we see the same clips, with the same
commentary for several days in a
row. Is that News?
Meanwhile, on the international front, military posturing in
Libya is escelating, North and South
Korea are flexing their muscles, not
tomentionChina-butthemost we
hear about any of that is perhaps a
minuteortwoofcopyatatime, with
no context or view of giving a world
perspective to what is happening.
And all this, as a result of pleasing
the sponsors. Makes you wonder,
doesn't it?
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Pursuit of convenience turns to madness
Just keep in mind that any
difficulty you run into repairing the
car is a result of conscious management decisions. This difficulty is no
act of God; it is a conscious decision. You areexperiencingfirst hand
one of the results of the kind of
warping that results from the structure of capitalistic corporations that
get all the benefitofbeingtreated by
the Jaw as an "individual" and none
of the responsibilities, pathological
behavior in the pursuit of maximum
profit (as opposed to a fair profit).
Media suffers from a similar
process, the purpose of NBC is not
to inform, it is the same purpose that
Chrysler was formed: to make a
maximum profit, to extract as much
money from the consumers. for the
least output (product or service) and
redistribute that wealth from the
many hands to the few.
There is a class of criminals
out there that are not seen as such,
but should. There are politicians,
business leaders and individuals
who should know better, and yet
c.:hoose to not act to fix a problem
they know will .~.. aste money, human potential and opportunity for
others simpl y hccausc it i'> convenient for thcrn 10 not act. To not act
when you knov. helter is just the
same as actually setting out to cause
the damage that negligence inflicted.
Un fortunate! y, the conspi racy
of convenience does not start out so
obviously. We have met the enemy
and he is us.
All that is necessary for evil
to thrive is for good people to do
nothing. Where does evil begin? Is
there an exact moment that a person
becomes responsible for what they
don 't do? OK, government is evil.
Is that the only deliberative body of
managers who commit sin for convenience? Consider the evils ofjust
one industry, the auto industry.
Firstly, go back into the old
census records. You will find that
not even two full generations ago, a
huge proportion of America lead
fullyproductivelives, without cars!
We had what is referred to as a

Chris Maxwell
GUEST
Columnist

•

•
walkable city with a mixture of uses
that allowed you to walk out your
door, get food, entertainment, information, representation all with no
car. Furthermore, your offspring had
the neighborhood shopkeeper to reinforce sociable behavior on your
child when you were gone.
Transportation becomes neeessary only when your access to
something is too distant. We have
brought access dysfunction upon

Unfortunately, the
conspiracy of
convenience does
not start out so
obviously. We have
met the enemy and
he is us·.
ourselves with the conscious dcvelopment ofthesuburb. To ameliorate
this disaster we could give renters
the same income tax deduction for
rent as mortgages. Bul it is more
convenient not to take that action.
How convenient also for those who
wish to maintain their power in politics and economic decisions that if
youcan'tscratch up the$ I O,OOOyou
need for a down payment, you don't
get a tax break! How convenient that
those who can't scrape it up are then
blamed for being too lazy to pull up
on their own bootstraps.
The media plays an important
if subtle role in the Conspiracy of
Convenience. Have you ever seen
NBC do a story showing up automotive efficiency for what it really is?
Divide the average miles traveled
per year by the average time spent
earning money for the car, maintain-

ing the car, driving the car, going to
the hospital because of the car, the
average speed drops to about four
miles per hour? Convenient that by
creating this monster, the suburb,
we then force Americans to spend a
great deal of money feeding that
auto addiction!
No, better to spend most of
the evening news on murder and
mayhem of desperate individuals
and prove that crime is so bad that
you must not risk talking to your
neighbor, you must move further
out into the wildernes". Never mind
that the \\ hitc collar crime can kill
just ,1:-. \\di. never mind that the
crime rule has w; ~;ta/ly held steady!
That doesn't sel~. More convenient
to bldme it on ~omebody blue collar,
somebody black; somebody, well,
less organized than the corporate
advertisers. Al"o more con\ enient
to do ii nigh I al'!cr nigh! hy cxamrlc
than an outright declaration or realty to the whitc-col lar management
and stockholder class. No class war
in America? Watch the news, read
between the lines. But who is to
blame? Did anybody set out in a
grand conspiracy with this exact
goal in mind? No. It's a matter of
convenience.
How wonderful for lhe road
builders, the police, the lawyers,
the developers, who have all figured out how to maintain the concentration of power. One percent
of Americans control over 40 percent of the assets, and a lot of that
is tied up in this vicious transportation dysfunction. The less options you allow your victims, the
more you can paint yourself the
savior, as long as they don't realize that this condition was entirely
artificial, that is.
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An anti-racist makes the case against creative rule application
Mathematics is often presented as a way to train the mind to
think rationally. It exists, though,
because it is useful; you can solve
practical problems with it. But there
is a class of equations that are unsolvable by the techniques you learn
up through high school, equations
like 8 + 4X2 = 0, where you need the
square root of a negative number.
Engineers needed to solve such prob- rules added to the old viewpoint. when a rear cha11enge does force
lems, so it was resolved that a num- Busing, court ordered integration of action, the ~ction is the minimum
ber, the square root of - I, existed, schools, housing, all that was creat- change from the model that is necesand calculations were carried on as ing new rules that could be fol- sary;
per usual from that point. In other lowed, new checkpoints to satisfy
All that to say that I think the
words, a rule was created to allow as they proceed to the same des ti na- fundamental difference between
the problems to be solved. This is tion. An evil perversion of the intent what the mainstream culture is, and
one of two general methods for pro- of the law, right?
.Black culture is, is that Black folks
ceeding past an intellectual deadI do not think this is evil, but want to look at causes to address a
lock: either
I do think it is real. It became obvi- problem and the mainstream wants
l) reexamine the rule that ous to me that this is the general another rule to address the shortcaused the event that generated the mode American culture operates in ... coming in their world view. Black
deadlock, or
even in science and math, where the folks wanttochangetheworld, white
2) create a new rule that ac- philosophy is to let go or ideas when folks want to change how they see
cepts the deadlock as a genuine better ones are found, there is al- the world. The important part of the
event, essentially legitimizing it.
ways a terrible battle to legitimate world to the mainstream culture is
This all came to mind as I was any view that is not merely a refine- the rules to navigate by, not the
thinking about the relationship be- ment of the accepted view.
planet you navigate on. White
tween Blacks and the mainstream
As regards social interactions, people'~.greatest thinkers were-absociety. Specifically l was thihking white folks have their eyes on the stractors. Black people's greatest
about why the things Blacks tried prize and the rules are binding, but thinkers have always sought confrom the '60s until now got such not motivating. And internally, I crete effects. That is one reason Black
bittersweet results. I came to the know I have seen this happen before folks keep looking for a plan to
conclusion that Blacks expected my eyes and wondered how the hell change things and white folks keep
people to react one way, and they · can someone do that... when a con- telling Blacks rules by which they
reacted entirely differently (brilliant tradiction arises, white folks bring _say Blackscangetto different points
deduction, eh?). So I asked, "What forth a refined version of the old in their world. White people's weakwere Blacks expecting?" The an- model that does not disallow what est thinkers create causality out of
swer: Blacksexpected that once they they sec hel'ore them. Like. ··Niggers who!e cloth. exhibiting the classic
were close enough ror whitc'rolks to arc hlahhluhhluh ... ··y eah?Then how ·'Do not confuse me with the facts'"
see the decent people they knew come hlahBLAHhlah?" '"Oh, uh, attitude. Black people's weakest
themselves Lo be, whites would re- because... BECAUSE ... they thinkers wait for the world to recogalize their rules against and legends bababababa!" And because it's a nize and correct the flaws that they
mental model, there is generally no see so clearly before acting.
about Blacks were wrong.
There is also a problem with
Blacks wanted a reexamina- way to thoroughly test, and thereby
tion of the old rules. They got new successfully challenge it. More, the rules as they have to be dealt

Jeff Hogan
Another

Perspective

)

with. A common statement among it was perhap. more in idiou beBlack folks is that "as soon as we cause Africans and African Amerilearn the rules, the rules change.'· I can were held in low e teem in the
think it is more subtle than that. The most tolerant of societies at the time.
problem is that there is a split in how History will bear out that it was not
they arc interpreted for blacks and necessary for southern white to
whites (another subtle thought!). For change their mind about Blacks in
white folks, the rule for applying order to integrate sufficiently to satrules is: That which is not forbidden isfy the courts. How much less would
is allowed. For Black folks, the rule Northern whites, with their dispasfor applying rules is: That which is sionate view of Blacks and the Ci vi I
notallowedisforbidden. Whitefolks Rights movement as a southern phenomenon, have
are punished for
breaking the law;
to change? In
Black folks are
For white folks, the their view, not
And since
punished for failrule for applying rules atthisall.subtler
ure to follow the
form
law. When law is: That which is not of racism was
not legislated
tells white folks
forbidden is allowed. against,
what they can not
it is now
do, it tells Black
For Black folks, the al I the rage.
- The net
folks what they
rule for applying rules result of this
can do. When law
tells white folks is: That which is not combination of
attitudes ... make
what they can do,
allowed is
a new rule inittellsBlacks what
stead of changthey must do.
This is a pretty standard rela- ing the old one, and feeling that
tionship between owner and prop- anything that is not specifically outerty. The slave laws had it that Afri- lawed is okay ... is an absolute invulcans could not make up their own nerability to externally imposed
mind, that their will was to be di- change. In other words, white folks
rected by their master. And slavery are gonna be white folks until they
ended, but to the southern white decide to be otherwise, and they wi 11
man, thatdid not mean they 'wuzn't not make that decision until they
niggras,' tfiat mean they 'wuz feel it is in their benefit.
If that's the case, and I believe
niggras whuthas tapaymeforfood'
(a new rule). Aftera while, they was it is' and has always been, the ques·niggras whut has to pay me for tion of Black crnpowcrmenll.:hangcs
food. and J has tu let· m go to school. from .. How do Blacks get white
And I has ta at let· em vote. And I has folks to accept us so we can adta hire enuf of em ta keep the feds vance?" to "How do Blacks adoff my back.' And they never vance, knowing white folks won't
accept us?"
stopped being niggras.
Don't mistake motion for
The greatest resistance was in
the south, of course. But elsewhere, progres_s.

forbidden.

Norm Peterson's best quotes Political prisoners- here in the

"Can I draw you a beer, Norm?"
"No I know what they look like.
Just pour me one."
"How's a beer sound, Norm?"
"I dunno. I usually finish them
before they get a word in."
"What's shaking, Norm?"
"All four cheeks and a couple of
chins."
"What's new, Normie?"
"Terrorists, Sam. They've taken
over my stomach, and they're demanding beer."
"What'll it be, Normie?"
"Just the usual coach. I'll have a
froth of beer and a snorkel."
"What'd you like, Normie?'
"A reason to Ii ve. Give me another
beer."

i)

"What'll you have, Normie?'.'
"Well I'm in a gambling mood,
Sammy. I'll take a glass of whatever
comes out of that tap."
..Oh, looks like beer. Norm."
"Call me Mister Lucky."
"What'd you ay. Norm?"
"Any cheap, tawdry thing that'll
get me a beer."
"Whaddya say. Norm T

"Well, I never met a beer I didn't
drink. And down it goes."
·'Hey Norm, How's the w~~ldbeen
treating you?"
·
'"Like a baby treats a diaper."
"Would you like a beer, Mr.
Peterson?"
"No, I'd like adead cat ina glass."
"What's the story, Mr. ~eterson ?"
"The Bobbsey twins go to the
bre~ery. Let's cut to the happy ending."
"Beer, Norm?"
"Have I gotten that predictable?
Good."
"What's going on, Mr. Peterson?"
"A flashing sign in my gut that
says, 'Insert beer here.' "
"What'sgoingon,Mr. Peterson?"
"Another layer for the winter,
Wood."
"Whatcha up to, Norm?"
··My ideal weight ifl were 11 feet
tall."
··How·s life treating you. Norm?"
"Like it caught me sleeping with
its wife.'"
'"Women. can't live with
·cm ..... pa ·s the beer nuts.··

I am writing this letter in hopes
of opening the eyes of my fellow
students about the injustices that are
happening in our land of the free.
Although we.are trained to believe
that torture and abuse in the prison
systems only occurs in so-called
third world countries, that is not the
case. As U.S. Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun put it in the
1992 case of Hudson v. McMillian,
"State-sponsored torture and abuse ...
commonly thought to be practiced
only outside this nation's borders,
are hardly unknown within this
nation's prisons." An American Supreme CourtJ ustice .speaks the truth
and yet it is not heard.
What troubles me is that the
majority of Americans do not want
todoanythingtohelp. Weare trained
to see these prisoners as evil killers,
unconsciously destroying American
values. Of course there are, and always wi11 be, people with those kinds
of records. On the other hand, there
are many people in some of the
worst prisons in America that are
only there for their political beliefs.
This is where the paradox lies:
this is a land that guarantees fre:..dom of speech only as long as you
watch what you say. Officials need
to know that the American people
will not tolerate those kind of rules.
I constantly write to President
Clinton. Attorney General Janel
Reno, as well a· countless others, in
an attempt to express my concerns
for my people.
Most people think that these

U.S.?

A Letter
to the editor
Black Journalists and had a clean
record at the time of his arrest.
types of evils ended in the late '60s
At the present time there are
or early '70s withJ. Edgar Hoover's many organizations world-wide that
illegal, racially motivated antics. are fighting for his appeal. Whatl do
That is not the case. The most fa- is donate my time and money trying
mous one that is here in ;Amerikkka' to seek amnesty for those people
isMumiaAbu-Jamal,aformerBlack that have been wrongly arrested. I
Panther and ex-member of the have many lists of names of people
M.O.V.E. organization that had their around the world that are facing the
headquarters burned down by the same kinds of injustices as Mumia.
police with women ahd children I strongly urge you to print this
still asleep inside. Mumia was ar- article, and hope that anyone wantrested in 1982 for allegedly shoot- ' ing to help will contact me. Aling a Philadelphia police officer. though many believe that one perAlthough there was plenty of evi- son cannot make a difference, I
dence and countless witnesses on strongly disagree. The list of prisonhis side, Mumia was convicted and ers is a long one and has people of all
sentenced to death. He was sen- races. colors. and creeds. The orgatenced bv llldge Sabo. a.k.a. 'The nization Pro-Libertad is attempting
Harigin? .Ti!dge."
to free Puerto Rican political pris.-. 1r.~ ....: that day. Mumia has
oners, and a majority of those incarbet... f:gnti::~ t•J gain back his life. cerated are college graduates. most
Unlike the 1)L...~· ,,._, ··~ical prisoner. of them having a masters degree and
Mumia has continued his writings some having attained a Ph.D. Any(he is a journalist) which includes one \\anting to help out any of the
his autobiography. and many works differe111 organizations or just want
on the evils of the prison system. some information. please contact
Mumiaalsoreceived hi· Bachelor's me. My E-mail address is gepla\' 19
degree from the Uni versit) of Phila- @gdi.net. Thank you for yourtime
delphia via mail. He was the presi- and support. rememher LA
dent of the National Association of LUCHA CONTINUA ...
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Restaurants hourly positions
Seeking entry-level. part-time
VALET PARKING POSITIONS
computer programmer. Strong
AVAILABLE
DOS
knowledge a must. Turbo
must have clean driving record
Pascal
preferred, but C or other
great personality & customer
Golden Key Fall 1995 Inductees: If
equivalent
language is acceptable.
service oriented
you have not recieved your medalServing up great food for dinner only!
with _Lantastic a big
Experience
lion contact Dr. N. Klintworth by 4/ Call Guest services management
Outback
Steakhouse, the Aussie
plus.
Flexible
hours,
will
adjust
for
19/96 at 823-5662 or at BA 441. 481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
theme
restaurant
has great opportunicollege schedule.
and up
Leave name, address, phone and
ties for:
Call 896-1450:
SS#
PART TIME:
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGADMINISTRATIVE
100 POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Positions are now available at
ASSISTANT
During the month of April we
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
as
well as all
will be hiring 115 phone reps for
Preserves. Excellent benefits+
KITCHEN &
our UCF/Research Park facility.
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
SERVICE TEAMS
Sherwood Forest imed acc. 3/2 2/2
For
your hard work and winning
ext.N54181
dmv prop 657-1967 l 800 929attitude, we offer:
Childcare needed in my home,
4403
*7 .00 hr base salary
Aloma/Semoron area, 6 yr. old
* Monthly bonus
Fox Hunt Lanes huge 2br/2ba
boy 3 Weekday evenings from
*Paid training
townhouse for rent $515 W/D ind., 5:30-9:30pm every other Fri.-Sat
*Retention Bonus
walk to UCF
night. Must have dependable auto
*Referral bonus
Call 273-2470 .
w/ins. Pay negotiable- Call 843*Benefits
9900w 679-971 Oh Karen
*Opportunities
to advance
for rent, huge 2 br 2 ba, walk t o t - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Club Info

I.

For Sale

NEVER WORK
LUNCH AGAIN!

For Rent

"Make $500/Day. Work at home
jobs available. No Experience
required. Free info. Rush SASE
Sheri Martin 3001 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH 43606"

UCF, Quiet, $425 mo, 349-2723

Roommates

We are looking for energetic
individuals who enjoy sales and
are career minded. Candidates
must poss~ss excellent communication skills, computer experience
and the desire to succeed. Call
Amy today for an immediate
interview!

Male roomate wanten to share 2/2 .__------------1
CRUISE SIDPS HIRING-Earn up
condo imed $250 + 1/2 util. No
Drugs Student/ professional
to$2,000+/month. World travel.
preferred Alternative OK On Econ Seasonal & full-time positions. No
380-3888
exp. necessary. For info call 1-206NORRELL SERVICES
971-3550 ext. C54185
384-8549
Roommate wanted for 112 May, ·
PROGRAMMER-Career
June & July. 2 bedroom, I bath on
WINNERS
opportunity. Full or Part-time. Cl
Alafaya. $240/mth, 1/2 utilities.
Do
you
have
a winning attitude?
C++, Win SDK. OLE 2.0, GUI,
Call 273-1083 Anytime
We
need
winners,
leaders, star
Req'd DB, Network, Graphic's
for
the
financial
game.
players
exp. preferred Send resume
(517)
336-5168
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
101, Winter Spgs, FL 32708
FUN, FRIENDS, GAMES
Looking for a part-time job you
We Need Help Now!
HELP WANTED: Earn up to
can have fun with? Well, here is
No Experience Needed.
$500 per week assembling
your opportunity. Absolute
1,000-3,000 per month now being products at home. No experience.
Amusements is seeking out-going,
made by our dealers for Personal
INFO 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
high-energy game attendents for
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
FL-307
our shows. Attendants interact
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
Interested in TV Acting or
with corporate guests on various
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
Modeling?
equipment from velcro walls to
894-0318
Class of '76 alum Lisa Maile can
virtual reality while insuring
help you get started!
guests safety. Requirements: clean
Ages 4 and up ·: $25 off with this shaven, well-groomed, appropriate
_ __,.,...._,,........,"" ' r-ad- call Lisa Maile
::~~,~~::.... r =1
dress. $7/hr. Contact Felicia, (407)
l' '" lrC"f't .1,~ : 1r• 1 1 · 1\l rlN~ ~t
Irr.age,Modeling,
& Acting in
(J,, l11w 1111 tlfl' (11,'11rt'
856-3866
Winter Park (407) 628-5989.
Kudos to LM grads Jen Alvarez,
Opportunity Knocks
OMYGOSH!!!
Here's your chance to join a fast
Miss Orlando & Becky Dedo,
growing telecommunications co.
MissUCF
We are 2 girls in our early 20's
Make money without losing your
traveling the country earning
4-H
Summer
camp-aquatics,
personal freedom. Call today!
incredible
income~. Looking for 7
recreation,
enviornmental
679-6663
who love travel,
positive
leaders
education, positions available. At
money.
For appointfreedom,
&
Calling Plans for Every Part of
four Florida facilities. Employment
in
your
area.
C
;·
il (517) 336Your Life
ment starts May 27 Call (904)
With Excel you get:
0071
846-0996 For information

Help Wanted
\

(Red Bug & Tuskawilla)
407 /699-0900
or
1927 Aloma Avenue
in Winter Park. 407 /679- 1050

HELP WANTED!
Individuals to work at residential
summer camp for physically
disabled adults & children-co-ed
residential salary plus Rm & B.
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207

1

Wanting to hire female education
major for home school tuitoring of
I0 year old girl. Two to three
days/week. f:all 275-9902 Debbie
BILINGUAL
Do you know a foreign language?
Int'I Mktg Co. expanding into
Europe. In state appointment call
(517) 336-5168

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

SPRINT Offers:
• Paid fortune 500 sales training
· • Flexibale work schedules
• $7/hr. plus bonus
• Opportunity for regular employment
•Professional work environment
For an appointment call:
Sprint Employment
{407) 661-0206 EOE

'92 Saturn SL2 5spd, 4dr, sunroof,
cruise, power, A/C. Looks and runs
great. $8700 679-6797
'87 Honda Civic 5spd, 4dr, hatch
back, cruise, A/C, casette. Looks
and runs great. $2000 679-6797

·

Services
Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days all
natural. Dr. recommended. Free
samples: Call 382-4524

Other
* Free Cellular Phones*
Unlimited airtime I st and 13th
month with AT&T digital Service.
Pagers starting at$ l9.95, Monthly
svc. as low as $6.95 Ca11830-8339
for info
- FREE
Prepaid calling cards$: 19 per/
min. 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
50 states + Puerto Rico. Call
273-0780 for more info.

Make one in your own area
today. Thousands of ladies &
men of all lifestyles waiting
to hear from you.
1-900-835-2756 ext 18
24 hours/$2.49 per min

• Beepers from $39. 95
•service from $5. 95 /month
w/ student l.D.

1

Sprint/United Telephone a leader in the
telecommunications industry, is now staffing its
TELECENTER located in the UCF campus. Part
time positions available. We are looking for highly
motivated candidates with excellent verbal skills and
computer literacy.

Young Ball Python, all accessories
included! Great pet. $70 for everything. 249-5910

!tJ~~&~

u

A GREAT PLACE TO WORK
IN 1996!!

Toyota Celica '82 ST 5 spd A/C
White AM/FM one owner 3656110

Lookin2 for Dates

JOBS JOBS JOBS JOBS
Looking for quality inspectors,
MIG & TIG welders, electronic
tecnicians and forklift drivers.
Career opportunities available Call
843-8118 immediately

INPn-·rNC'll . NTn£'rn($( NTJ\Ttvr.:

• 30% to %50 off our low basic
rates
• Free Calling Cards
• Crystal Clear Digital Fiber Calls
• Residential and small business
long distance se·rvices available.
Call today to learn about residential or small business services.
679-6663

Red Dodge Dakota 88 well kept
ac cruise auto $2000 obo
380-6000

(

11913 E. Colonial 6614 OldWinter Garden Rd. 3817 Lake Emma Rd
Orlando, FL 32826
Orlando, FL 32835
Lake Mary, FL 32746

(407) 381-1199

296-4597

'333_7971

PSST!
WE HAVE THE UCf AREA'S BEST KEPT
SECRET IN RENTAL APART1\1ENT VALUE
•WALK TO UCF
• QUIET & SECURE CONCRETE
BLOCK CONSTRUCTION
•UNIQUE "SINGL~ FAMILY" DESIGN
FLOOR PLAN
•UNCROWDED "CAMPUS LIKE"
BUILDING DESIGN
•HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ONLY $545/MONTH ! ! !
•RESERVE NOW FOR FALL 1996!

FOREST HIGHLANDS
APARTMENTS
Just South of UCF at Science Drive &
Alafaya 282-5657

,,
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ACROSS
1 Smack
5 Sedans
9 Valley
13 In- (complete! y)
14 Marble
16 "Shane'' star
I 7 Selves
18 Twangy
19 Cat-o'-tails
20 Vatican resident
21 Goddess of love
23 Take it easy
25 Edgar Allen 26 Sunglasses
29 Kind of pony
34 Punctuation mark
35 Couples
36 Also
37 Stratford-on38 Gaels
39 What not to put
before the horse
40Chaps
41 Spassk's game
42 Phony
43 Surplus
45 Pondered

46 Oxygen
47 Inflate
48 He fell in love
with his own image
52 Nebraska's neighbor
56 Protracted
57 Lariat
58 Milky stone
59 Feed the kitty
60 Church official
61 Saucy
62 Optimal
63 Fathers
64 Within: pref
DOWN
1 Phase
2 Trademark
3 Over
4 God of sea
5 Panama and Suez
6 Staring with
mouth open
7 Unpleasant outbreak
8 Diva
9 A Boone
10 Got down
11 Bowling alley
12 Vane direction letters

15 Some brides
22 Specks
24 Rumpus room
26 Rascal
27 Pigpen
28 Without escort
29 Latin American music
30 Successful songs
31 In the slightest degree
32 Scandanavian
33 Adored
35 Nobleman
38 Chorus girl
39 Mt;1sic of epic poetry
41 Elegant
42 Suffix for arm
or shame
44 Bull's-eye
45 Stingy fellows
47 Melded
48 Not any
49 Social insects
50 Convinced
51 Fountain drink
53 Unobstructed
54 - off deflect
55 Choir voice
56 Research building

"When I stepped out,
into the bright sunlight .

"

- C. Thomas Howell
The Outsiders

The Answers

_ J.
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In recent years the city of Chicago
has produced a zillion killer bands, including Urge Overkill, Veruca Salt and Red
Red Meat. Following in their windy city
footsteps is Menthol, a trio with a sense of
humor and melodic rocking songs. They'll
have their hands full opening for Everclear
on April 16 at The Edge, but lead singer
Baity says the band remains undaunted.
He chatted with music editor, Mike White,
for a few minutes about supermodels, supergroups and super lame cousins.

So where did you guys get your name?
Are you chain smokers?
Well I just put one out (laughs). But, no
I don't smoke menthols. It's just a name,
something to file our music under. I don· t put
much attention in names, though.
Where do you get your lyrics from.
What makes you put pen to paper?

A lot of the lyrics are about being a
musician. I'm the default singer, the guy who
decided he wasn't too scared to sing. We
didn't really start out with a ly1ical agenda
lyrical agenda. We considered ourselves more
of a musical unit.
There are no odes to sex and drugs,
though. Don't they let bands have those
kinds of things anymore?
'

There's not as many good trappings
these days. I choose to live like a monk.
Playing in a band is enough.

Menthol
ToMGHT AT THE EDGE

w/ Everclear

Give me a pack a'
ml [g [j[/ ff [JJ (J) ~ ~
model, like the Ford Taurus.
Everyone always asks bands about
their musical influences. What about other
influences? Like what was your favorite
TV show when you were growing up?
I always liked McCloud. I always

There are a trillion bands ·out there
these days. What does Menthol have to offer
the buying public?

This my chance to make an ad? We play
loud and.pretty music that is more less positive

•

•
•

and insightful in its irony. We tend to take humor
and cloak it in anti-stadium rock anthems.
So it's stadium rock, but not for Earth.

Exactly. The stadium is not on Earth.

wanted to be a cowboy in the city. He didn't
lose his nobility or cool in the city.
Ok, so who were your favorite rock
stars growing up?
They were pretty boring. I have to use
the 'b' word. I was always a Beatles kid. My
cousins would call me a fag because I didn't
like Kiss. I always defended the Beatles. I
grew up with MTV. A lot of MTV. I liked
anything British with a haircut. And in high
school I listened to a lot of hard-core. Husker
Du, Melodic punk. And Chicago bands like
Big Black.

•

So what did you not like as a kid?

Well my parents sort of had a hand in
that. I had to step around their had hippy rock.
I had to evade their Elvis Costello and Pretenders. But I'm getting to where I like that ·
stuff.

doors at8

Yeah but it's hard to like it when
your parentS like it, even if it's good music.

When you became a big famous rock
star, which super model will you go after?

You're right. When my father got the
first Jesus and Mary Chain record, I knew I
could never be cool.

I'll probably just stick with a regular

_

..
courtesy /CAPITOL

Menthol is (L-R) Balthazar de Ley, Colin Koteles, Joel Spencer.
(

sea world 01 Orlando...
Acool 01ace to soend the summer.
We've got lots of part-time opportunities here at Sea World and with pay rates
starting at $5.50/hr, they're pretty hard to pass up. Positions are
currently available in the following areas:
FOOD SERVICE • MERCHAnDISE • OPERATIOns
Here are just some of the reasons why you'll loµe working at Sea World:

c

• Flexible Schedules • Good Wages Well Above The Minimum
• Free admission with employee I.D • Free Tickets
• A Fun Environment • Tuition Reimbursement
Interested applicants are encouraged to apply Mon.-Fri., 9:00am-4:30pm,
at the Sea World Staffing Center, 7007 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, Florida.
EOE/M/F /D/V

I

Orlando, Florida
.. ,.1 'tl
~,e

(

Give You 4 ,,

~~Q
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0

Make A Splasli
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STAMPEDE
by Willow Cook

G

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Here's, fcis.t-li! c-tL~ reLLef
froVVt tVie pres.s.lAre of s.cViooL' c;rli!Dluli!tL~
s.eV\,Lors. li! V\,d g rli! Dl s.tuoleV\,ts, w V\, get .$400lV'
ws.Vi bli!c~* OV\, tVie -purcVili!s.e or Lws.e of li!V\,!j

~

cool V\,ew Forol or Mercurtj .
ThLS LV\,cLuoles. tVie V!Lg Vi-perforVVtli! V\,Ce Mustli! ~ 1
Cli!LL 1AW0-321.-1.53b or VLSLt our web S.Lte
li!t Vittp:llWW'N.forol.coVVt for tVie fuLL stortj .
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The Cypress Dome
UCF Student Literary Publication
I

{

(,

f

I

<

The 1996 issue has arrived!
Get your copy today.

<

A\·ailable at the UCF Department of English, Hf A, third floor

<

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Ipmrove your c ances
of getting a full refund
on your deposit when
you use a Rug Doctor
MY DEGREE GOT ME THE lmBVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.

•

Things got pretty competitive for this
Army ROTC that won them over.
Job. I'm sure my college degree and good
You can begin to develop impressive
grades kept me in the running. But m
leadership skills with an Army
the end it was the leadership and man- l.:Oil"--... ROTC elective. Register now without
agement experience I got through .._~"'!""'I obligation.

•

•

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, Vl.Sit Trailers 522 & 525 (Across frc .11 Engineering Bldg )

or call 821,2430 '

Carpet Cleaner from

WINNeDIXIE
•

.

•
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TAKE TIME OUT FOR YOURSELF
AND YOUR HEALTH .
Enjoy the healing benefits of therapeutic massage
by a Licensed Massage Therapist.
First one hour session only $30. (U.C.F. area only)
Call Todd M. Facello L.M. T (407) 899-4859

•
by CINDY ELA VSKY

•

Staff writer

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

There is a frenzy of commotion around us as I talk with Theatre UCF' s Jeff Ho bot about his
role in the upcoming production
Rashomon. With only one week
to go before opening night, the
constant interruptions are expected and accepted. Rob Houle
wants to know where Jason Williams is. The newest class added to
the Theater Curriculum, Television and Film Acting, has just let
out. Everybody wants to know,
"What are you doing?" Jeff even
has to try on his costume as he is
answering my questions, but he
handles these distractions with
ease.
Jeff Hobot was born and
raised in Fort Meyers, Fl, and as
he puts it, "One of few, the proud,
the native Floridian." He attended
Edison Community College as a
Business major. One semester, he
decided to take a theater history
class with his friend of his who
was also in the theater program.
He watched his friend perform in
House of Blue Leaves and by the
time the play w:is over, he knew
what acting was what he wanted
to do. "I saw my friend up there,
with the applause and ::ill the excitement, and I wanted to be a part
of it. Besides, business was boring."
In 1993, Hobot transferred
to UCF as BA General major in
theater. As the theater department
added more classes, he decided to
stick around a little longer and
changed his major-to BFA Performance. Like many theater majors,
he has accepted the fact that he
"will probably never graduate,"
but that doesn't seem to bother
him. With the arrivals of Jim
Heisinger and Tony Major, there
will be plenty ofnew classes to fill
his schedule until he graduates in
1997.
Jeff is excited about being a
part of Rashomon. He describes
the play as a very serious with
some comic elements. "It's very

MA#0019467

difficult to label. You have to see
it to understand it."
This is a very different type
of role f~r Jeff, as he is portraying
a Samuri warrior. "Wait 'til you
see the wig I have to wear," he
jokes .

ing there on stage scrambling for
my belt, but trying to act like nothing happened."
Hobot also remembers a
time during Narnia when "they
were pushing a sled across the
stage and it caught on some seen-

TEACH ENGLISH IN JAPAN
AND MAKE BIG$$$$$$$$$$
**Tired of lookmg for a1ob? Arc _\OU bored \\1Lh Lhc JOb you ha,·c no" '7 Would
.\ ou like Lo cxpcncncc :mother culture and make big $$$ (well actually big ycn)'I
If you answered yes Lo ~my of the above. then look no further.
**Tcacl11ng English 111 Japan can be a ,·cry tinancwl and personal rc\\ardmg
expenenee I knO\v because 1lrnve been doing il for two years now and I lo\'C 1tl
**Now 1 would like lo gi' c college students lhc same opportunil\ that \\:tS
granted to me. I ha\'C \Hillen a complete O\·cr\'1c\\· as Lo \\h<Jt is needed Lo get
you on ~our wa~ to Japan and earning 40K. SOK. up to lOOK or more. And
\\hat makes these numbers c\·cn morc appcalmg is Lhal the IRS allows up to 70!\.
tax free income for oul of Lhe country residents. The over•iew guides you
through Lhe process of gellmg your passport, landmg a JOb, amv1ng 1n Japan to
findmg a place lo ln·c and C\'Cn find111g the nght place to drmk and dnncc.
**NO!! You do nol have Lo be an Enghsh major Lo tench English in Japan. Any
background will do, including busmess, science. health. engmeering. computers.
art and music to name a few.
**NO!! You do not need to speak Japanese to teach English in Japan . Howcyer,
it is an exccllcnl opportunit) to lcnm the lnnguage for future use. If you do not
make leachmg English n career. and most people do not. hm·ing spent Lm1e 111
Japan and know111g the language an<l culture \\ill be a valuable asset lo oner
future employers
**HW1dreds of jobs arc a\'atlablc now!!ll Do not dclay!I Send for your complete
O\'er-Yic" today"!
Send $29.50 (Check or Money Order) to ·
TEIJ P.O. Box 721206 Orlando, Fl. 32872-1206.

BREAK IS OVER

courtesy/THEATRE UCF

Jeffery Hobot has performed in such UCF productions as
The Trojan Woman, Rumors and Our Country's God.
Hobot is also happy to be
working with Dr. Nick Rinaldi.
"He is very receptive to our input," Ho bot says. "In the rehearsal
process. If he is not sure of what
we should do, he is always open to
hearing the actor's opinions."
While Jeff is hoping the performances of Rashomon will go
smoothly, he can remember a few
embarrassing moments from other
productions. "In Once Upon a
Mattress, there was a scene where
they were spinning me around and
my costume fell apart. Fr:ri. stand-

ery and took the scenery with it."
Jeff's immediate future
plans include graduating and staying in the area for a few years to
get some TV and film credits.
"I am especially interested
in doing voke-over work and cartoons. If not," he adds jokingly, "I
would like to work at the pawn
shop for the rest of my life."
Then he says, to California.
Hobot and the cast of Theatre UCF are currently presenting
Rashomon through this week. Call
the box office (823-1500) for info.

for information or appoint~ent CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando

)

AREYOUINTERSTEDINTHEFUTUREOFYOUR
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES?
The petition below has been created to serve as a message to the UCF Administration of
our concern of the Health Services.

SHAC
STUDENT PETITION STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Wants You to Know!
We the undersigned students who are registered for classes during the spring semesters at the University of Central Florida
believe that a Student Health Service is highly desirable on campus for the care and health education of all students.

)

We further believe that the best intersests of most students is served through the current procedures. These regulations establish
it as a campus operated program with the flexibility to adapt and change. They also provide for student input. We prefer a
program supervised through the Division of Student Affairs as a responsibility of the University Administration. It is thus
governed by sate law, Board of Regents regulations and University rules. Students and Student_Government can be involved by
thes·e guidlines . We believe this type of local governance and operation with student participation produces the best care,
education, and environment for health and development.

)

I

We therefore, deliver this petition and request it be directed to tht< appropiate University officers. Please hear this petition to
maintain our available health service as a University program. A cooperative effort which enables Student Health Services to
fill positions and resume more normal operation will confirm an understanding-of our concern. A liberated and cooperative
campus can focus efforts to re-establish, perhaps exceed, past standards of student health service.
As a concerned student, I wish to contribute to the valididty of this petition. By signing my name I do hereby certify that I am
a fee paying student this semester and that I will not attempt to have my individual view represented by more than one signature.

Stop by the table on the Green
Today, Wednesday, or Thursday
between·tt:OO - 2:00 p.m.
Make a difference & sign the petition!

Interested in joining SHAC?
Want more information?
Call 823-5841
The Student Health Advisory Council is a group of students whose
mission is to represent students' needs, interests and opinions
regarding the Student Health Services.

)

282-0505
S5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
wI valid student ID

)

for dine-in or take out only

Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

)

)

J

25e Wings
Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day ud Night Saturday

i

I

)

)

}
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Penny and a climate and location which superstars would cut
their right arm to go play for.
Detroit is on the rise,
Grant Hill and friends will
make sure of that. New York

••

•
•

•

•

•

•
photo/HUNT

Brian Shaw shows Chicago Bulls guard Michael Jordan
what defense is all about at the 0-Rena last Sunday.

•

from SHAW, page 16

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Golden Knights coa1tinue to set records
The Track and Field
team set nine records
at the Invitational.
by MIKE HORNBURG
Staff writer

•

•

•
•

•
•

The UCF track and field
team dominated at the UCF Invitational, which was held on
April 5. Nine school records
were set, bringing the total number of records that have been
broken this year to 21 .
Olen McLean broke her
own record in the women's 100
meter dash. She ran 12.78 , finishing second to Valma Bass of
Florida Community College.
Kim Halverson also set a
school record in finishing second to Bass in the 200 meter
dash.
The women's 4 x I 00 and 4
x 400 meter relay teams continued to run impressively. UCF's
4 x 100 relay of Halverson, Amber Bland, Kelli Welsh and
McLean beat runner-up Wofford
College by over five second .
Wei h bettered her own
per onal record in placing second to Ta ha Small of Florida
Communit} College in the triple
jump.
"Kelli improved by almo t

a foot. She went 36' 1" in the triple,
which is a nice improvement upon
what she's been doing. She'scoming along real nice," said coach
Marcia Mansur-Wentworth.
Kelly Kobia won the shot
pu! and discus. She finished second in the javelin with a throw of
118 feet.

"She shattered the school
record in the javelin and is the
conference leader," said MansurWentworth. "Kelly could realistically win the shot, discus and javelin at out conference meet. She
could be a three event winner."
On the men's side, Danny
lncantalupo broke Toby Berndt's
record in the 800 meter run with a
time of I :54. 72. finishing third
behind Jim Nicholas and Brian
Town end of Florida Community
College.

Erik Lipham continued to
impress his coaches with his performance in the men's 1500 meter
race. He finished first in 4:01.31,
with teammate Rene Plasencia
coming in second in 4:06.
"The thing that was bad
was the race went out in 70. They
[the runners] went outtoo slow,"
commented
Mansur~
Wentworth.
"[Erik realized that] and
he just took off like a mad man.
Basically, they were on a 4:20
· 1500 pace. For Erik, who is a
strength runner, not a speedster, for him to Just come ripping back like that was amazing."
With so many school
records being set and broken,
Mansur-Wentworth has reason
to be optimistic about the
T AAC Championships.
"The key for us is going to
be the short sprints, the hurdles,
the throws and the long, long
distances. FIU [Florida International University] is the clear favorite. They won last year and
are the team to beat. They are
very, very solid and they're running well."
··we could win or we could
lose by a ton. If we compete up to
our capabilities, we can win."

''I sacrificed, but I felt this
was going to be a team to be reckoned with for years to come and I
wanted to be a part of that," Shaw
said.
Although he was struck by
the personal tragedy with the death
of his family in 1993, Shaw
perservered. He says that his par: ents were his heroes and his father
was the most influential person in,
his life. And though, nothing can
replace your real family, maybe
that's why he fits in so well with the
Magic, a team that gets along like
family. A team that covets an owner
like Rich Devos, someone who promotes a family environment in the
Magic Organization, so much so
that Shaq affectionately calls him
"dad."
Shaw grew up in Oakland,
Calif. where he began playing basketball at a very young age. He
attended U.C. Santa Barbara and
while majoring in sociology was
starting point guard for the basketball team. In his senior year, Shaw
was named the Pacific Coast Athletic Association Player of the Year
and became the first point guard in
PCAA history to lead the conference in rebounding (9. I). He also
set a single season record for assists
that year with 193.
After graduating from U.C.
Santa Barbara in 1988, Shaw was
selected first round-24th overali by
the Boston Celtics. Once in Boston,
he became the first rookie to play
every game since Kevin McHale
and Shaw tied Larry Bird's number
of starts as a rookie with 54. To start
off, he was chosen by the NBA to
the 1988 All-Rookie Second
Team. After one season in Boston, Shaw went to play in Europe

with Ill Messaggero Roma of the
A-1 Italian League. He returned to
Boston the fo1lowing year, but was
traded to Miami in the beginning of
the season. During his three seasons
in Miami, Shaw averaged 8.1 ppg,
4.2 apg and 3.9 rpg. It was while he
played for the Heat that Shaw set the
NBA record for 3-point field goals
in a game with 10.
Now an Orlando Magician.
Coach Hill feels that Shaw's versatility has helped the team.
"He does a lot for our basketball team and helps us in a Jot of
different ways. He plays both· the
point guard and two guard positions, being able to provide our team
the opportunity to switch a lot of
things defensively and he can score
from the outside and is also very
good at penetrating with the ball to
the basket," Hill said. "It's that versatility that he brings to our team
that's helped make us one of the best
in the NBA."
Shaw is averaging 7 .5 ppg,
4.8 apg and 3.3 rpg in 24.2 mpg. He
also was the second reserve in the
league to notch a triple double
(Detlef Schrempf was the first).
Shaw collected his first career triple
double with 11 points, I 0 assists,
and 10 rebounds on December 29,
1995. In just his sixth NBA season,
Shaw says his iong term career goals
are, "Just to be the best that I can be.
I
contribute as long as I can, help my I
team win; basically have a long, ,
healthy, prospernu~ career."
When he's not on the court,
Shaw enjoys the relaxation of fishing and playing cards.
Brian Shaw: an unselfish
player whose leadership and experience are valuable assets as the I
Orlando Magicians take on their
magic carpet ride in another chase
for the championship.

<·

. .~T!J.ursday will ·be our-·last issue until we resume
;·: in the fa~ ~ai~ SO th£sports editor, Jason
Swancey,°w.ill take this opportutrify to thank
every~ne . .who has ·helped make this fabulous
sports section come to life twice a week. Jason
would also like to say '"screw you" to all who
made things difficult--you know who you are. .
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UCF baseball players booted from team

~
by TIM SPRINGER
Asst. sports editor

UCF outfielder-utility infielder Thorton Davis and
centerfielder Ryan Peavey were
apprehended by the Oviedo Police
Department at approximately 3 a.m.
Wednesday morning and now face
charges of burglary.
Oviedo police officers were
dispatched to a burglary in progress
at the Alafaya Woods Apartments
early that morning where they observed two subjects leaving apartment 469G carrying stereo equipment. After being told to stop the
suspects began to flee.
Following a short pursuit one

It's towards the end of the
school year, so I figured I'll test
your know ledge for all you sports
craved maniacs. I've come up
with a series of sports trivia q uestions that will run for the next
two weeks. If you would like, Email me at the address below
with your answers for all the questions and I'll publish the persons'
name with the most correct answers two weeks from today. Put
your thinking caps on, they're
not that easy!
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of the accused stopped, fell to the
ground and was taken into custody.
The other was apprehended shortly
after when he was located hiding in
a trash dumpster near the front of the
complex.
Both athletes are in their junior season and have shared success
on the baseball field.
Davis, a .248 hitter, has played
a major-role in helping the Golden
Knights offensively. In 38 games he
acquired six doubles, one triple and
25 RBI.
Peavey, a Junior College
transfer, started 20 of 35 games he
played in and carried a .256 batting
average as a lead-off hitter with
three triples and 14 RBI.

The University has yet to comment on the academic status of the
student athletes but is expected to do
so in the near future.
Possible disciplinary action
against the accused may include
expulsion.
Head coach Jay Bergman
considers the incident unfortunate
and has released both players from
the team for the remainder of the
1996 season.
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"lam sorrowful for the events
that occurred," Bergman said.
"[Davis and Peavey] have never
given us one ounce of trouble since
the)' have been here, so I was as
surprised as anyone."
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The UCF baseball team they want
a n d
Peavey
has been fairly successful moving to spend
runners on the basepaths this sea- · long hours
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h a v e
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heen sent
son. As a team they are a com- in. Unforbined 74 of95-not bad. Stealing tunately, they won't be taking cuts to the showers, but the decision to
bases has been good to the Golden any time soon. Coach Bergman · yank them from the game is a noKnights. Unfortunately, stealing saw to that when he released Davis brain er.
stereo equipment has not!
and Peavey from the team for the
It's a privilege to play ball
As most of you may be remainder of the '96 season.
at. the collegiate level; a privilege
aware, the UCF baseball club sufA harsh penalty of expul- that many are refused. Davis and
fered a major loss last Wednesday sion may follow and relieve the Peavey may now realize that. And
when two of its star players were accused of classes as well, just in if they are the true-players they
fitted for handcuffs after allegedly time for finals.
displayed themselves to be in their
shopping for electronics in a
As stated in The Golden Rule shbrtened season, they' 11 work to
neighbor's apartment.
- a handbook for students: A get it back.
Thorton Davis and Ryan student'sresponsibilityistostudy
Mistakes usually prove
Peavey were rung up by the man- and move forward in intellectual . costly, but mistakes are educain-blue when they were caught development while taking advan- tional.
stealing-only this time it wasn't rage of the many opportunities
While the majority ofus may
second base, and the umpire had a provided in a universit; environ- attend UCF to become better edubadge.
ment for all around personal cated, I think it's safe to say we
Davis, known for his power growth, development and ma tu- learn more about life with the book
at the plate, is among team leaders ration .
closed. Book smarts can only get
in home runs while Peavey, a lead- Personal growth ..... steeeriike!
you so far.
off hitter, is second on the team in Development... .steeeriike twooo !
If Davis and Peavey are detriples with three.
Maturation .. ..what was that Mr. nied a college education for their
Both players are an offen- Blue? Strike three?
major-error, it will certainly send
sive threat - now in more ways
As for opportunity, Davis a message. Some may consider it
than one.
and Peavey cert.ainly had one that justice. I'll consider it Just-Ice ... as
After a brief stint behind many would tear a rotator cuff for. in COLD!
bars, the two may have rea!i?.ed Bnt their balk cost them.
I've heard many opinions
the batting cage is the only cage
It's unfortunate that Davis concerning Davis and Peavey's

Who owns the Dallas Cowboys?
Which baseball team
owned the leagues' best record
when play stopped in the '94 season?
Which former Heisman
Trophy winner scored his first
NFL TD as a Redskin that took
33 games before he scored it?
Which school stopped the
Miami Hurricanes home winning
streak?
Who set an NFL record for
passes caught in the '94 NFL
season?
Who edged out Shaq for
the scoring title last season?
Who was the losing coach
in the first father-son match-up
in NFL history?
Which team won the '94
Orange Bowl (Also the National
Title game)?
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Which two major college!
football teams finished the '94
regular season unbeaten and untied?

Who was the first player
taken in the '94 NFL draft?
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future at UCF and the majority of
them have been to axe them from
the curriculum.
If every student was expelled for com mi tti ng acts that are
unacceptable to society it would
sure be easier to get classes, parking would not be an issue and long
lines at the bookstore would be
unheard of - but who wants to
submit an application of employment that states those hated words
"Some college?"
I don't deny that student athletes are representing the university at all times, but to expel is not
going to teach them anything they
haven't already learned. I think
they know they blew it.
Baseball is very similar to
life. We rely on each other to play
their role to be successful.
I can ' t begin to count the
number of times I've heard a
player instructed to forget about
the error they just made.
"Shake it off, kid! Get em'
next time! "
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A stupid mistake may have
cost Davis and Peavey well more
than the price of a stereo.
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Magic guard Brian Shaw has an appreciation for life

Who\..,,on the '94Cy young
award?

by ALICIA RICHARDSON

I
Name the NBA champions

•

Contributing writer
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for each year since 1988? Try for !
Baseball. Football and Hockey as
well.
Who has won the most
champion hips(intheteams' history) in any ofthe4 majorprofesional ports?
Who was the World Series
l'vIVP in the '94 season?
Before the Detroit Red
Wing.· broke the record of most
victories in a sea on. who owned
the record before them? Can you
name how many?
E-mail your an wer to
ce. 05522@Pega u .cc.ucf.edu
'-

Good Luck!

J
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•GETTING TO KNOW
THE MAGIC (a series of
player profiles)

•

#20 Brian Shaw
Height: 6' 6"
Weight: 194
Years Pro: 6
College: U.C. Santa Barbara
'88
Age: 30
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Forget all you· ve heard
about the selfish players in the
NBA. Brian Shaw, point guard for
the Orlando Magic, is just the oppo ite. Shaw turned down chances
at more lucrative offers and starting positions just to be on this
Magic team.
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see SHAW, page 15

Brian Shaw attempts to play keep-away with his airness at the Magic/Bulls game on NBC.

